The global transformation of Christianity requires the complete rethinking of the church history syllabus.
The most obvious center of accession is tropical Africa, which even a century ago was statistically marginal to Christianity; the most obvious center of recession is Western Europe, which a century and a half ago would certainly have been identified as the most dynamic and significant Christian center.
There must be some connection between these events and the missionary movement; and the modern missionary move ment, though affected in important ways by earlier influences, took shape as recently as the nineteenth century. Yet how is the con temporary student of Christianity to understand this important motor of modern Christianity? It may be instructive to consider a standard work on British nineteenth-century church history, remembering that nineteenth-century Britain was the principal source of Protestant missionaries and the main base of the mis sionary movement.
Owen Chadwick's The Victorian Church! is a work of immense learning and profound scholarship. Furthermore, the author is perhaps the outstanding living example of a church historian not tied to a single specialization; he has even written a valuable work on missions to Africa. 2 The more noteworthy then, that this splen did, many-sided study, of two volumes and 1116 pages, contains no chapter or section on the Victorian missionary movement. The word "missions" (except for "missions, parochial, see also revival") does not even occur in the indexes. There is one ref erence to the Church Missionary Society (in relation to the early career of John Henry Newman) and one to the London Missionary Society (in relation to Congregationalist interest in centralized funding). I have noticed the names of only three individual mis sionaries: Livingstone (in relation to burials in Westminster Ab bey); and the South Africa bishops J. W. Colenso and Robert Gray-bishops with a reputation for heresy or schism, or who excommunicate other bishops, tend to make headlines."
A valuable feature of The Victorian Church is its barometric sense of balance and movement; the events of the time, as seen by the central, normative ecclesiastical world of England, are dis played in the proportions accorded them by that world. In other words, Chadwick's work reveals that the British missionary movement at its height was only peripheral to the Victorian church. One of the features of nineteenth-century Western Christianity that most determined the future of the faith made quite a small impression on its contemporaries, and has made a correspond ingly small one on their historians.
This suggests that mission studies, and even the rather un fashionable "missions" studies, may now have a major inter pretative role to play in the understanding of the history of the church in the West. 
Subverting the Curriculum
But the change in Christianity's center of gravity has still greater implications for Christian scholarship. Let us stay for the moment in the sphere of historical study. The church history of Africa, of Asia, of Latin America, of the Pacific, cannot be comprehended under "mission studies." The missionary period in these his tories is only an episode. In many cases it was a very short epi sode, and in many others it is one that closed long ago. But in relation to the various Christian communities of the Southern continents, "mission history" and "church history" do not just represent different periods, but different kinds of history.
Anyone who has used both mission archives and local church sources, oral or written, will be aware of the totally different dynamics, perspectives, and priorities these different sources re veal. The church histories of the Southern continents are clearly of special concern to the churches, the peoples, and the scholars of those areas. But they are not an exclusive possession or interest; the whole history of the church belongs to the whole church. This does not mean that Christian history in Africa or Asia is, for people who are not Africans or Asians, simply a source of inter esting additional options in the curriculum. Still less does it mean that these histories can simply be appended to existing syllabuses as though they were an updating supplement.
The global transformation of Christianity requires nothing less than the complete rethinking of the church history syllabus. Most conventional church history syllabuses are framed, not al ways consciously, on a particular set of geographical, cultural, and confessional priorities. Alas, such syllabuses have often been taken over in the Southern continents, as though they had some sort of universal status. Now they are out-of-date even for West ern Christians. As a result, a large number of conventionally trained ministers have neither the intellectual materials nor even the outline knowledge for understanding the church as she is. The only hope of such things being acquired in perhaps the ma jority of theological institutions is from what is currently thought of as "mission studies." Indeed, the most recent phase of Christian expansion raises fundamental questions about the very nature of Christian faith. This is not because the issues raised by the global transformation of Christianity are new in Christian history, but because they have recently been obscured by some aspects of Western history notably the Christendom model of the church, and the legacy of the Roman Empire. It is easier to recognize now than it was even a century ago that cross-cultural diffusion has always been the lifeblood of historic Christianity; that Christian expansion has characteristically come from the margins more than from the cen ter; that church history has been serial rather than progressive, a process of advance and recession, of decline in areas of strength Cross-cultural diffusion has always been the lifeblood of historic Christianity.
and of emergence, often in new forms, in areas of previous weak nesses. Some of the implications of this, the relation to the themes of translation and Incarnation (the great act of translation on which Christian faith depends), have been explored by Lamin Sanneh" and others. But the most obvious method of examining such basic questions about the Christian faith is by studying Christianity as expressed in the experience of the Southern churches. Such studies reveal how these shared and acquired attributes of a community which we call culture (and of which language is a working model) are the proving ground of Christian faith, the workplace of Christian theology. One much-needed contribution that mission studies can make to theological practice in the West is to raise the theological issues concerning Western culture with seriousness. (I take for granted that such seriousness excludes simplistic instrumental views of culture which treat it as though it were some sort of evangelistic technique.)
The Workplace of Christian Theology
If culture is the workplace of Christian theology it follows that the present Christian interaction with the cultures of the South as intricate and far-reaching in their different ways as the Hel lenistic Roman-marks a new creative stage in Christian theology. Once again there will be a tendency, as in the historical sphere, to try to add "African theology" or "Latin American the ology" or even (miserere nobis) "Third World theology" to a preexisting syllabus. It is the very concept of a fixed universal compendium of theology, a sort of bench manual which covers every situation, that mission studies challenge. In mission studies we see theology "en route':" and realize its "occasional" nature, its character as response to the need to make Christian decisions. The conditions of Africa, for instance, are taking Chris tian theology into new areas of life, where Western theology has does not take responsibility for the missionary movement; no no answers, because it has no questions. But Christians outside Western response to other faiths can show Christian integrity if Africa will need to make some response to the questions raised it by implication cuts itself off from the Christian believers of the in the African arena. As Christian interaction proceeds with In non-Western world. And a Western response must be seriously dian culture--perhaps the most testing environment that the impoverished that takes no note of the accumulated experience Christian faith has yet encountered-the theological process may of interreligious encounter forged in the missionary movement reach not only new areas of discourse, but resume some of those and in the discourse of Christians who every day of their lives which earlier pioneers--Origen, for instance--began to enter. renewal by mission studies. It needs the knowledge, the disci It can only be a good thing if Christian theologians are taking plines, the skills, the sources within mission studies. It needs to seriously the other faiths of the world. And yet I confess to a grapple with the history, thought, and life of the churches of the good deal of unease about the terms in which much of the Western non-Western world, the history and understanding of the mis debate is proceeding. There are several related reasons for this.
sionary movement that was their catalyst, the understanding of One is the lack of serious engagement with the primal religions, Christian history and of the nature of Christian faith which studies the background of a large portion of the human race, and of of these topics bring, the constant concern with culture and reg multitudes of Christians. Another is an evident assumption that ular critique of cultural assumptions that they encourage. The we are suddently at Day One of the interreligious encounter, an theological scholarship of the churches of the Southern continents assumption that bypasses the accumulated experience of many needs these things; but at least it knows it needs them. The primacy generations, and still worse, implicitly locks Christianity into a of mission studies is well recognized there; it is the resources for Western framework. Worst of all, and a direct result of that West it that are often lacking. Western theology, however, resembles ern conceptual frame (shot through with colonial guilt) is a shame Singapore in 1942: though well equipped with heavy weaponry, facedness about the missionary movement that undercuts the most of it points in the wrong direction. Western theological position of the majority of Christian believers. For the majority equipment requires to be turned-requires conversion, a fresh vi of Christians live in the Southern continents, and their coming sion that could come from mission studies. The theological task to Christian faith is ultimately related to the missionary move throughout the oecumene, East The nineteenth-century theological agenda was transformed by new discoveries. New dimensions in biblical scholarship were opened up by archaeology, by the papyri, by new activity in text criticism, by deepened understanding of the worlds that sur rounded old Israel and the early church. The theological task expanded to take account of new developments in the historical sciences and in the natural sciences, and of changes in society. While all this was happening, a still greater fund of new discov eries was coming to light in Asia and Africa, with the capacity for still greater impact on the Christian mind; but its importance for theology was not immediately recognized. It was secular learn ing that first felt the impact of the missionary encounter with Africa and Asia. Missionary scholarship established new bound aries, it established whole new disciplines (African linguistics is a direct fruit of mission activity) and revolutionized others. Sci entific anthropology was made possible by the missionary move ment; it was not something the early missionaries simply omitted to take with them. The same is true of the comparative study of religion and the phenomenology of religion that is its product. of Christian history well launched in the lands that gave rise to this new knowledge, we have a theological El Dorado wholly comparable with the rich discoveries and new science of a century ago. It has fallen to those of us in mission studies to have our humble daily labor in the very territory that includes the path to El Dorado.
Mission Studies and the World of Learning
All this may seem an excessive prelude to an account of structural problems in mission studies. But it is not really a prelude. The root of many of our structural problems in mission studies lies in the relationships of mission studies to the rest of the world of learning.
The theological sector has not yet come to terms with that fundamental shift in the center of gravity of the Christian world whereby the Southern continents have become the heartlands of the Christian faith. Even where the shift is recognized as a fact, the implication that this requires something analogous to a Cop ernican revolution in theological discourse is not recognized, and would certainly not be welcome. So theological institutions go on believing they are assisting the Third World by bundling African and Asian students into programs that take no cognizance of that world and have no intellectual space for it; and they minimize the benefit they themselves could gain from the contact by their assumptions about what their programs are able to do for such students. Or they compass sea and land to get a Third World professor as a figurehead and then think they have become ecu menical and comprehensive by including "the Third World" viewpoint. A distinguished historian of the impact on Europe of the discovery of the New World has pointed how long it took for the discovery to register. The discovery of America did not mean that people threw their maps away and got new ones; still less did it mean that learned people abandoned ideas about humanity and society that were the product of European ignorance of the world beyond their own." In fact, the new discoveries were in tellectually threatening, requiring the abandonment of too many certainties, the acquisition of too many new ideas and skills, the Seminary in New York, and in 1989he was given the Temple ton Prize for adapting "the monastic ideal and spirit to modem life and religious activity." modification of too many maxims, the sudden irrelevance of too many accepted authorities. It was easier to ignore them and carry on with the old intellectual maps (and often the old geographical maps too), even while accepting the fact of the discovery and profiting from the economic effects.
The modern "secular" world of learning poses problems of another sort. The nineteenth century, as already indicated, saw scholarship immensely enriched by the missionary movement in (one is tempted to say) every department of learning except the ology. The legacy passed to the learned world in various ways; it helped to create new sciences (linguistics), helped to shape or was absorbed into new ways of organizing knowledge (anthro pology), contributed to new clusters of subjects that brought the non-Western world within the parameters of Western learning (Oriental and African studies). But the other great modern reli gious development-the recession from the Christian faith in West ern lands and the consequent marginalization of theology-has intervened. The secularization of thought has submerged the mis sionary connection of learning with the missionary movement. The association of missions with colonialism has sometimes added a layer of embarrassment or even hostility; and several genera tions of secularism have blunted the capacity of Western scholars to cope with the sheer quantity, the resilience, and the ebullience of religion in the non-Western world. This is particularly the case when that religion is Christian. It is remarkable that the immense Christian presence in Africa is so little a feature of modern African
The world of learning is a mission field too. studies, and how much of the scholarly attention devoted to it is concentrated on manifestations that in Western terms seem most exotic. (We know more about Bwiti than about Baptist religious life, and Iamaa is probably the best-illuminated aspect of African Catholic devotion.)" I propose that we recognize the renaissance of mission stud ies not only as a call from the church throughout the oecumene, but as a crying need of the whole world of scholarship, sacred and profane. That places certain responsibilities upon those who work in mission studies.
First, mission studies will need theological integration; we must insert the shape of the church as it is today onto intellectual and theological maps that were drawn according to the canons of what it used to be.
Something of the nature of the task may be deduced from pursuing the analogy of the revitalization of nineteenth-century scholarship through new discoveries. Revitalization did not take place simply by parading "discoveries," nor sloganizing them, nor by mixing conjecture and hypothesis with them in generous proportions. To abandon the labor of integrating old and new learning would have been simply destructive. The nineteenth century saw plenty of wild theorizing, plenty of unbalanced slo ganizing. But the agents of revitalization, the abiding influences for good, were those with depth of scholarship, who sought its integrity with the ongoing faith and life of the church.
It is no accident that we can still turn with refreshment to 
Westcott predicted that the great commentary on the Fourth Gos pel would come from an Indian Christian scholar, this was proph ecy that comes from integrity of faith and scholarship. 9 But the task cannot be performed solely with the acknowl edged resources of theological scholarship. We have already re called that part of the inheritance of the missionary movement has been absorbed into "secular" learning, and that the in tellectual developments of the century have divorced this learning from the theological task. Our theological institutions taken alone do not have the resources within themselves to effect the needed renaissance. Mission studies must interact with ongoing work in the history, languages, political, economic and social organiza tion, cultures, literature of the Southern continents (not to men tion many aspects of the Northern). Therein are some of the twentieth-century equivalents of Assyrian inscriptions and de motic Greek papyri with the potential to reorder much sacred and much profane learning.
A renaissance of mission studies will not be effected simply by increasing the number of faculty posts and the output of books and doctorates. It will require not just rigorous scholarship, but depth of scholarship, the depth of which the Lightfoots and West cotts are exemplars. It will require integrated scholarship, which engages with all the existing theological disciplines and in doing so enriches them. It will need to bring to the task a range of disciplines and sources of which most even of the best theologians are innocent. It will need to demonstrate learning and profes sional competence in the phenomenology and history of religion and in the historical, linguistic, and social sciences too, for those disciplines also need the renaissance of mission studies.
We must also face a structural problem that is especially our own. Mission of its nature is about practice, and its ethos is frequently activist. Traditionally many teaching posts in mission are envisaged as providing practical training for intending mis sionaries. The decline (happily now showing signs of reversal) in the number of teaching posts in mission partly reflected the decline in the number of missionaries sent by the older church agencies. But the agencies and traditions-that seek to maintain missionary numbers naturally put a high value on the practical relevance of study. This is obviously not the place to discuss the proper place of the expatriate missionary in mission (nor even to discuss if and when the Koreans will take over that role). Whatever our view of that question, I do not see that good practice is remotely likely to suffer from the quest for such transforming, mission-related scholarship as is here proposed. But I am quite sure that good people, and financially influential good people, will fear that it may. It is necessary therefore to realize that the world of learning is a mission field too. Quality, depth and range of scholarship are the marks of a vocation-and a collegial and demanding vo cation, needing all the traditional missionary attributes of devo tion, perseverance, and sacrifice.
The considerations advanced so far have arisen from the vocation of mission studies and the structural relationship with theology and other parts of the world of learning. What follows relates to structural problems of a lower order (many, indeed, might properly be called problems of infrastructure) that arise from the conditions under which as practitioners, we currently work. They are only a selection and reflect one person's, perhaps jaundiced, experience. They are raised with no order of impor tance or priority.
Instruments of Study
In view of the parallels offered in this paper with the movements that renewed theological study during the last century, let us turn to the large-scale compendium reference works that support the active student from day to day. The nineteenth century produced (or established the conditions which made possible) outstanding lexical works, grammars, and dictionaries, the great critical texts and large-scale assemblages of central scholarship drawn together in the great Bible encyclopedias. It produced-or led to the pro duction of-the still larger fundamental works used mainly by specialists but used by them constantly: the repertories of in scriptions, the major collected editions, the great dictionaries of scholarship. Even the older established branches of learning pro duced excellent works of reference: think of the weight of patristic learning still made accessible behind the splitting spines of the four volumes of William Smith's Dictionary of Christian Biography10 or the two of his Dictionary of Christian Antiquities. 11 The devotion of such scholars as Otto Bardenhewer summarized sources of information and piloted the reader through the multitudes of patristic editions available in a dozen countries.V My own coun tryman James Hastings spent his working life as a theological toolmaker. 13 I am sure there is no department of theological study in which the scholarly instruments are so few and so primitive as in mission studies. We all value the Concise Dictionary of the Christian World Mission of Neill, Anderson, and Goodwin": but it is modest in size and now twenty years old. For a larger scale dictionary of mission (and even that is only of single-volume scope) it is nec essary to go back to Dwight, Tupper, and Bliss 15 at the beginning of the century, though it was far from satisfactory even then. And these are only works of general handy reference, not scholars' tools.
There is a further price to pay for this: in the major general theological works of reference, such as Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart (not to mention the smaller but more widely used ones, such as the Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church), the mission studies sphere is inevitably under-represented. This in tum means that Africa and Asia and Latin America and the Pacific and the Caribbean-now major centers of Christianity-are underrepre sented in works that are meant to cover the entire field of Christian knowledge.
It is a propitious time for toolmaking. A vast amount of pri mary research has been devoted both to the missionary movement and to Southern Christianity that was not available to such schol ars as Latourette (whose bibliographies are still turned to). Much of it is locked away in unpublished theses or little-known journals. Modern methods of data storage and transfer make large-scale cooperative work easier to handle than ever before. Surely a ren aissance of mission studies will be marked by some first-rate instrument making.
Resources
This section will be brief, since libraries are the subject of another article. Let me refer only to some of the fundamental structural problems that arise partly from history and partly from geog raphy.
The first particularly affects those who study the missionary movement, especially in its Protestant aspects. The missionary movement was a transatlantic phenomenon. The influences shap ing and sustaining it were the fruit of constant and complex in teraction between Europe and America. The consequent fallout OCTOBER 1991 of resources (and this applies to library collections as much as to archives) and the development in different countries of distinct traditions of scholarship mean that study of the quality and depth we are considering will need application to resources held partly in North America, partly in Britain, and partly in Continental Europe. I know no single library-not even the Day Missions Li , brary at Yale Divinity School, for which my admiration and grat itude are unbounded-that can be regarded as fully representative, let alone comprehensive in the field. I find myself, in order to do my job as a mission historian, a peripatetic, an academic equiv alent of the Flying Dutchman. It will need both transatlantic think ing, and a variety of cooperation, both formal and informal, in scholarship and fellowship, to overcome this structural divide. The real hazard comes from the fact that, unless you move on both sides of the dividing line, the built-up traditions mean that it is easy not to notice that the line is there at all. A second major structural difficulty lies in the location of unpublished documentary sources. Generally speaking, the mis sion archives are in Europe and North America, in varying deIs not the whole heritage of the church the heritage of the whole church?
grees of security and accessibility. Again generally speaking, the church archives are in the Southern continents under still more variable conditions. I leave out of consideration here the vital subject of the location and preservation of those records; the fact is that even now more are currently available for scholars than are ever used.
The result of this is that the scholarly task of interpretation can only be carried out by the activity in both areas with both types of material. Scholars from the Southern continents need access to mission archives; those resident in the North need access to those in the South. Two sets of considerations, one .prudential and one ethical, arise. The prudential may be illustrated from an experience of the early 1960s, when I was involved in a project intended to recover materials for Nigerian Christian history. In one area of southeastern Nigeria, we found hundreds upon hundreds of documentation registers, baptismal registers, disci pline books, documents of every sort, kept by people in varying ways according to the standard of their education, documents in which a missionary hardly ever appeared: documents in which an African church could be observed worshiping and evangelizing and sinning and repenting over a period of fifty, sixty, seventy years. We collected that material in a safe place in reasonably environmentally sound conditions. We were always going to copy it photographically "next year"; photocopying was still a cum bersome matter in those days, and relatively expensive, and next year would do. Then came the Nigerian Civil War. The building took a direct hit and the entire collection was destroyed. What was meant as a gift to posterity became a victim of criminal folly. We had never made the photographic copies.
About the same time, the last expatriate bishop of another country, transferring his authority to a national successor and not trusting the future, brought the diocesan records with him to Britain. They suffered in an unexpected flood. Hazards to docu ments are not confined to the Third World.
Ethical considerations arise from the acknowledgment that, in whatever degree of danger we believe materials to be, they belong to their owners. Scholars have no inherent right to any material and must be grateful for what they get. The documents of the Southern churches belong to them, whether they are pres ently being used or not. But, on reflection, do not the mission archives belong to them too? And is not the whole heritage of the church the heritage of the whole church? This is not the place for specific proposals, but in order to deal with these structural difficulties confronting mission studies, certain topics will need examination. One is mobility; much of the work in our field at doctoral level really requires work in more than one continent. This has implications for the way programs are planned, and perhaps for interinstitutional cooperation. Another is the possi bility of team study. Yet another is investment in shared re sources, using appropriate technology, whether photocopy or microform or electronic storage, so that the same records are accessible both North and South. Not only would this assist se curity; more importantly, it would undermine the principal con temporary disability of the Third World-c-colonialismof information.
Dr. Peterson's article, which appears in this issue, deals with the substantive issues in this field, and therefore I will again be content with structural questions. The study of the missionary movement and of the Southern churches has suffered from the The rule of the palefaces over the academic world is untroubled.
fact that the literature produced by both movements did not at the time seem sufficiently "academic" to interest major li braries. The literature from the Southern continents presents li braries with further problems-cataloging nightmares, storage anomalies, uncertain availability, "gray" material in abun dance. We need, therefore, to give serious curatorial attention to what appears to be literary detritus. Researchers raised on the codex and the archival letter book will need to learn a new set of habits.
In many countries there is now a flourishing Christian liter ature that is not systematically collected even within those coun tries. Again the fine lines between trusteeship and colonialism will need consideration, but there are major collecting tasks ahead.
I will deliberately eschew comment on mission studies bib liography to avoid saying too much. It is an area where inter national cooperation is being actively developed, not least under the aegis of the International Association for Mission Studies. Let me suggest only that the really urgent needs of the moment lie less in bibliography than in accessibility. We could face the pos sibility of drowning in information about items that cannot be obtained. Meanwhile a letter from a professor in Zaire can bring a heartcry for a handful of items that would be in any Western library with the most modest pretensions to mission studies. The most important cooperative schemes for sharing information will probably relate also to sharing supplies.
Faculty and Students
For purposes of this paper we are concerned with mission studies scholarship rather than with missionary training. When we think of the scholars and teachers who will be needed in the renais sance, we face a change from the situation that produced the great pioneers of missiology. Most of them (even then there were exceptions, including Gustav Warneck himself) had substantial missionary service, had learned a language at some depth, had acquired some inner knowledge of another culture. To a greater or lesser extent, similar considerations applied down to quite recent times; those involved in mission studies had a fair degree of active cross-cultural experience and had been in some way part, and a working part, of a church elsewhere than in their homeland. But now such experience is less readily available, and a new generation of mission scholars is arising, with all the nec essary skills and equipment but without the opportunity of over seas service. Perhaps one of the structural questions to be addressed in the renaissance of mission studies will be the development of means whereby those involved in teaching can gain the "im mersion experience" denied them by their birth date.
Another set of structural problems affects students. Experi ence suggests that many who come to the West for advanced theological study are poorly served. They are taken into institu tions where no one in the faculty has the knowledge or experience or the acquaintance with the relevant literature to link their course of study with the situation that concerns them. Respectable and respected biblical scholars or dogmaticians assume that the task can be done with a chapter at the end of the dissertation "re lating the topic to Africa." Strong-minded students sometimes meet frustration in the face of conventional selection or formu lation of topics. Other students are victims of what might be called the "Pity poor Africa" syndrome, which allows weak and un formed work to pass in order to "serve the Third World" when better knowledge and guidance could have produced in finitely better performance and could have served the "Third World" infinitely better. Meanwhile, most of the institutions geared to the reception of such candidates and best able to help them are aware of promising applicants held up by lack of funds.
These problems are interwoven into the deeper structure of theology that we have considered. There can be no final solution until those are overcome; but in the interim it may be worth considering ways to ameliorate the situation.
In the last three decades literally hundreds of Africans and Asians have qualified at doctoral or equivalent level in Western theological institutions. Many of them did work of high quality in the process, and not a few contributed substantially to knowl edge by their research. The expectation was that these would be the standard-bearers of the theological scholarship of the South ern continents. Clearly there are among them those who are standard-bearers in any company, who exercise an impact throughout the world. But equally clearly, the impact on schol arship of this corps of highly qualified people, taken as a whole, does not seem commensurate with their talents or training. Leave out of account those who have stayed in the West, and those who are no longer teaching; there are still many serving in the universities, colleges, and seminaries of the Southern continents. But the rule of the palefaces over the academic world is untrou bled. The expected publications do not materialize; or they have little international effect. And this seems to hold even in studies specifically directed to regional questions.
There are a variety of structural reasons for this. Teaching loads are often crushingly heavy. Any persons of ability soon become burdened with a range of responsibilities for the insti tution, the church, the state. They will undoubtedly be subject to endless demands on time and energy from family and com munity. Ecumenical representative responsibilities may simply add to the consumption of time.
Economic and resource questions are still more desolating. We stand at the threshold of an explosion of demand for mission studies.
as a faculty acquisition and not burdened with heavy teaching, but welcomed as a colleague with a contribution to make and a scholarly task to pursue. The biggest single obstacle is financial; in many cases, national currency regulations prevent money being taken out of the country. Some investment in sabbatical schemes (sometimes, perhaps, on an institution-to-institution basis) could have multiple effects: in cross-fertilization, in cooperation, in col legiality (perhaps sometimes expressed in writing and publishing together), in raising sights and broadening vision, in deepening scholarship, and in enabling scholars from the Southern world to contribute internationally. It could be argued that the nurture and refreshment of the scholars and teachers who are already at work is more urgent than the quest for others.
Toward the Renaissance of Mission Studies
I am convinced that we stand at the threshold of an explosion of demand for mission studies (by whatever name) as the implica tions of the situation of the Christian faith in the world begin to dawn. It is the quality of the response that matters. It will need a depth and range of scholarship, and of library and resources provision that do not at present exist. And it will need activity that is international, integrative, and cooperative.
It must be international, because the gifts of the church belong to the whole church. And as students of mission worldwide our histories are interdependent, our materials and our methods cross cultural. We are all-Northern continents and Southern, American and European-dependent on one another. Each has resources, knowledge, skills, insights that the other needs.
In the Northern continents we have great mission archives; but it was the South that brought them into being. In the Southern continents we have vast quantities of material falling daily prey to time and termite, affording a view of the Christian story that often strikingly differs from that reflected in the mission archives. We have mountains of literature, daily increasing, that reflect the contemporary life of the Southern churches and that the great libraries pass over; and in the South there reside crucial repre sentatives of a living (but also departing) oral tradition.
That is to say, neither in the North nor in the South can researchers be self-sufficient. Northern researchers need the re sources located in the South; Southern researchers need the re sources located in the North.
In the North we have many scholars who would benefit from the experience of living in a non-Western community. In the South there are scholars who never make the scholarly impact they should because the conditions of their ordinary work pre vents it.
In the North we have a confident, if rather tired, tradition of theology, bearing the fossil marks of Western history and culture plainly upon it. We then sell this to students from the Southern continents as though the fossil marks were not there. In the South, processes are going on that require the redrawing of the whole theological map. These two traditions are both alike necessary for a universal church; but the people who might mediate between them-those from the South who have been theologically'trained in the North-are sometimes incapacitated by their very training from doing so.
A possible test for the efficacy of the international aspect of the renaissance is the presence or absence of the principle of reciprocity.
But the renaissance must also be integrative. Mission studies do not exist in themselves; they cannot be separated from the other academic disciplines. They are potentially subversive be cause they are concerned with what happens elsewhere in the curriculum. Old texts may often be illuminated from the expe rience of Christian encounter today. The responses to Christianity amid the old religions of Europe that we meet in Patrick or Bede or Gregory of Tours are worth taking side by side with the Chris tian interaction with the primal religions of Africa. Biblicalstudies could receive an infusion of new research tasks; and only through mission studies are Western biblical scholars and theologians likely to learn of the work done in their own fields by their African, Asian, and Latin American colleagues.
This further underlines the point made earlier, the resources of which workers in mission studies are trustees are the equivalent of the archeological and literary discoveries of the last century, of the Greek texts of the Renaissance. They have the same po tential to redirect theological methods and perspectives. But it will be necessary also to build and sustain skills outside the sphere both of mission studies and theology as strictly interpreted. The study of the phenomenology and history of religion has been strangely neglected among us; this applies to the study of the primal religions in particular, despite their being historically the basis on which most large movements to the Christian faith have taken place. All the sciences dealing with language, history, and culture will occupy mission studies in the renaissance. Our duty to theology cannot be carried out with the resources of theology alone.
Finally, the response must be cooperative. It will demand teamwork, for none of us is self-sufficient. Such studies as we have envisaged here could produce a series of bilateral and plur ilateral links, person to person, institution to institution, both within North America and intercontinentally. All this requires trust; the best arrangements are usually those between people who already trust one another and want to work together. But the aim will be to raise the quality, the range and the depth of our scholarly work; the rigor and comprehensiveness of its method, its fidelity to sources, its attention to detail, its vision and insight, its sense of holy vocation. In the providence of God a renaissance of mission studies could be the prelude to the reordering of the ology and the refreshment of the human and social sciences. This is an II armchair" survey in that it was conducted from my office and telephone; it is not the result of a survey instrument or site visits. Under the area of mission studies I include materials and resources that deal with this field regardless of origin. Under the area of Third World historical and theological studies I refer more narrowly, although not exclusively, to materials originating outside of the West. The focus here is on primary materials, or what may be described as source documents, originating in Chris tian communities of the Third World.
The essay is organized into four sections: 1. a survey of li braries that provide exceptional service to mission studies; 2. a review of the types of resources that scholarship in the disciplines under consideration requires; 3. selected general observations about the bibliographic structure and coverage of mission studies; and 
Libraries and Mission Research
Research in the fields we are considering is supported in a variety of North American libraries. Some of these libraries provide un usual and unexpected support and have been used extensively by mission scholars. Others have been mined only superficially. Unfortunately, few of these libraries truly are comprehensive for research in the topics of interest to this essay. What follows, then, is a sampling of library types, not an exhaustive list or directory of significant libraries. Additional comments are registered only about specific libraries that are well known to the author.
Missions Libraries"
Since the latter part of the nineteenth century two missions li braries have been founded in North America, the Day Historical Library of Foreign Missions (DML) (1890) and the Missionary Research Library (MRL) (1914) . The Hartford Seminary Founda tion established a third and relatively strong missions collection
